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The philosophy of our company is embodied in the
concept of Private Wellness®, which is to create and
communicate products, concepts and values that create a
culture of well-being in living the most private environments
of a home. We aim at turning utilitarian spaces into special
places capable of regenerating home dwellers by a daily
use; just like private spas”.
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The Private Wellness®
Lifestyle
Gessi, the designer of water

Gessi has been designing and manufacturing exclusive bathroom and kitchen fittings and furnishings for over 25 years. Today, the
brand is acknowledged worldwide for its fashionable bathroom designs in all types of living environments, including hotels, spas,
yachts and private residences. With total look designer creations ranging from brassware to advanced function shower systems,
accessories, ceramics, baths and shower trays, Gessi has created a new style of quality living with design. Gessi’s creations allow
the users to enjoy personal spaces that offer a daily Private Wellness® experience in which they celebrate a renewed contact with
the inner self. Gessi’s philosophy of Private Wellness allows the bathroom to overcome its traditional function as a functional place
without aesthetic relief, to become a style and a regeneration room. Here, thanks to the provision of new tools or a reinterpretation of
customary ones, the user can spend quality time for his/her body and mind, to the point that the bathrooms become real private spas.
If water, in its various forms, induces balance and well-being, the Private Wellness Lifestyle, aims to allow the consumer to exploit the
potential of this precious element, and realize a “salus per aquam”, health through water, daily, inside the bathroom.
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The Private Wellness®
Program
The largest existing program for the creation
of customized wellness experiences

The fast pace of daily life does not always allow us to devote time to a relaxing bath, and the customary practice has become to
resort to a more practical shower, in which the user can access the well-being given by water by a simple touch. Indeed Gessi Private
Wellness® gives life to this idea, as it proposes a design shower concept with advanced functions, aimed at creating a wellness corner
or a personal Spa in one’s own bathroom, although the collection boasts countless uses in professional spas Worldwide. The Gessi
Private Wellness® Program represents the world’s widest range of steel showerheads and shower elements for hydro massage, including rain showers, waterfalls and atomization. These modular elements can be freely composed, for a total customization of one’s
own shower, so to create a “private” wellness, designed according to one’s own desires. The products of the Gessi Private Wellness®
system stand out for their patented, innovative architectural aesthetic, the great attention to details of shapes and finishes, the facility
of installation even in small spaces. The advanced functions are designed to be easily accessible and genuinely beneficial to the user.
This is the result of very long research on the therapeutic, relaxing and energetic properties of light, an incorporeal element, and water,
a fluid element. The outcome is a technology capable of enhancing the therapeutic properties of these two elements and produce not
only scenographic effects, but above all emotion and well-being.
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The Private Wellness®
Company
A creative philosophy that goes beyond product
design and technology

There’s much more to Private Wellness® than simply a program of modular elements for multifunctional showers, created to allow
everyone to create fully customized spa corners for everyday use, in the most private environment of the house, the bathroom.
Though Gessi has historically stressed on reinterpreting, reinventing and enriching this environment with style and new functions,
Private Wellness® or private and personal well-being is in fact a concept that summarizes the whole creative philosophy of Gessi
way beyond design and technology. in fact, Gessi is committed in thinking and proposing products that improve the users’ lives, in
an enlarged way to the point that the brand today embodies style, personalization (the company offers more than 6000 products),
emotion, but also ethics. Believing that design is a good means for the representation and communication of values and ideas, not
just creative ones, the company has focused on an “ethical” design characterized by new technologies, zero-impact production
processes, new non-polluting materials. Even beyond that, Gessi engaged in the communication of ecological values, solidarity and
sustainability with which it strives to respond to the concerns and needs of society: the environment, energy resources, new ways of
living, new individual and collective needs. In other words, the whole business system reflects the aim to achieve the “private wellness”
of individuals not only in their private habitat, the house, but also in the more extensive one: the planet. It is for this aspiration that today
Gessi is known as the Private Wellness® Company.
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Designing water is
designing wellness
Gessi has gained world recognition as the “designer of water”, through its offer of products that supply water in different
fashions and mix it with air and light, making this precious element, the object of a totally enjoyable and customizable
pleasure. Available in versions both built in the ceiling and exposed, the Afìlo multifunction system has a very refined
appearance. It is characterized by the insertion of a squared, round or rectangular showerhead into an elegant carter. This
latter creates a charming slot that runs around the showerhead, from where white or coloured light diffuses. The complex
boxed structure makes the head look suspended, like floating in the air. Light emission has been painstakingly studied to
maximize well-being in the user: the outer frame in very thin steel and inclined inner walls enhance the diffusion of light in
the whole shower space maximizing its emotional power.
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57305_57004
15-9/16” multifunction shower system with
chromotherapy effect and finishing cover.
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Gessi Afilo

39716_39699
Built-in thermostatic high-capacity mixer,
with four separate exits.

32987_32984
Built-in adjustable lateral body jet.

26623
Shower set.
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Gessi Afilo

57303_57002
15-9/16” exposed shower system, with
chromotherapy effect and finishing cover.
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Gessi home therapy:
A personal day spa in one’s own home
Gessi’s philosophy of Private Wellness® Company, supports a new vision of the bathroom, which goes beyond the outmoded function of a
merely practical place. It is rather transformed into a “wellness room”. As such the bathroom becomes a place that combines function and
emotionality; where each user can take care of his/her “self” not only from a hygienic point of view, but also and above all from an emotional
point of view, to the point that the bathroom approaches the essence of a personal day SPA.
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Gessi Afilo

57409_57010
15-9/16” x 23-7/16” built-in multifunction system,
with chromotherapy effect and finishing cover.
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Water takes center stage in the project
Through a wide range of products that distribute water in different ways, illuminate it, contain it and furnish
the environment devoted to it, Gessi has made this precious element, the object of a creative interior design.
Overturning the traditional construction practice, Gessi made the taps, from a final and purely functional complement
of the bathroom, into the starting point for both the stylistic and functional design of this environment.
Placing the water at the center of the project, Gessi opens the way to the most complete freedom
in the design of the bathroom’s hydraulic plant, with unprecedented floor, wall and ceiling taps.

Gessi Rettangolo J Collection
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Sense
The body for a greater part is an outward expression
of what happens in the mind, in the subconscious and
in the spirit of each individual. The simultaneous care
of the physical body and the mental state, gives the
individual a special impulse of energy as it mobilizes its
internal healing mechanism to greater activity. Water,
the essence of life itself, is the environment in which we
have been created and of which, for the most part, we
are constituted. It stands as the only natural element
capable of involving all the senses and giving ourselves,
at different stages of our development, from newborns
to adults, a total and profound well-being by acting
on the imbalances connected to the experiences of
everyday life.

57411_57010
15-9/16” x 23-7/16” exposed multifunction
system with chromotherapy effect and
finishing cover.
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Gessi Afilo

57501_57012
23-7/16” built-in shower system, with
chromotherapy effect and finishing cover.
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Gessi Afilo

39695_39714
Built-in thermostatic high-capacity mixer,
with three separate exits.

32975
Lateral body jet.

26623
Shower set.
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Gessi Afilo

39714_39695
Built-in thermostatic high-capacity mixer,
with three separate exits.

32973
Lateral body jet.

32999
wall-mounted atomizer jet.
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Gessi Afilo

57601_57018
Ø 14” built-in shower system, with
chromotherapy effect and finishing cover.
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Listen
Water does not only affect the body through contact,
as it also does by means of auditory sensations.
The sound of water is comparable to white noise,
a range of random frequencies of constant amplitude,
which have positive effects on human biology.
Products with different designs set at different heights
and delivering water by different functions produce
different sounds in the whole range of modulations
from the vigorous showers of the showerheads, to the
light and delicate rustling of nebulizers, to the suffused
crackling of the waterfalls. These acoustic variations
alternate or combine in multiple harmonies that induce
states of mental well-being.

Colouring of the outer box
Afilo provides that the outer surface of the boxing typical of
the design be in a white steel. This surface can be rendered –
using waterproof paint – in any desired colour.

57603_57018
Ø 14” exposed shower system with
chromotherapy effect and finishing cover.
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Hand length wellness

All the functions of the shower are commanded through a
multifunction thermostatic mixer block of greatly intuitive
use. This latter is built in the wall, behind the exterior plaque.
The thermostatic block has a series of outlets, which distribute water to the various functions of the shower, i.e. lateral
body jets, lateral atomization jets, hand shower, showerhead, cascade spouts, etc., at temperature pre-set via the
thermostatic command.

Gessi Afilo

A noble material for such a
precious element as water :
steel

Stainless steel, a noble, long lasting material of great beauty,
enhances, with simplicity and essential refinement, the creations
of the Gessi Private Wellness® Program.
Few materials can boast a resistance similar to steel, which
never, in any environmental condition, loses its brilliance,
impeccable elegance, rich and deep colour, while also requiring
minimal maintenance. The steel of the Gessi Private Wellness®
program reaffirms the concept of “Design for Nature” so dear to
the company: 100% recyclable, steel can in fact be regenerated
and recycled indefinitely, allowing to reduce the consumption of
natural resources.

The technology of wellness –
remotely controlled light

The new Gessi Private Wellness® remote control allows the user
to choose the light intensity and colour tone among 36 different shades.
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The essential
high-tech beauty
of a pure form
Gessi’s technological and stylistic research proposes a substantial aesthetic and technological upgrade of the shower
along with a large range of innovative, amazing products. Matter, form and function sublimate themselves in the Gessi
Private Wellness® Program, a concept in which the archetypal signs of Gessi design, the circle, the square, the rectangle,
generate objects with an elegant and empathic presence. Minimali are a family of shower heads that offer advanced
wellness functions in refined essential designs. They set themselves like jewels with functional use, in the environments
dedicated to the wellbeing provided by water.
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Gessi Minimali

Water feeling
The double density in the distribution of the nozzles
on the showerheads surfaces, a central waterfall slit,
atomizers positioned in ergonomic positions ensure a
most intense perception of water during a shower and
real wellness feeling.

Gessi Minimali
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Gessi Minimali
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See
The sight of water always awakens feelings of deep
pleasure, as it evokes positive moods and visceral
emotions. At an unconscious level, in fact, water is a
symbol of purity, an emotional anchor that brings out
the best feelings of our experience, from the very first
moments of our existence in the womb. The crystallinity
of water brings to light the real essence of things and
drives us to introspection, in a search for our deepest
identity.

57811_57010
12”x19-7/8”
multifunction system
with finishing cover.
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Gessi Minimali

39716_39699
Built-in thermostatic high-capacity mixer,
with four separate exits.

32987_32984
Lateral body jet.

32975
Lateral body jet.

26642
Shower set.
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Colour

Gessi Colour
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The wellbeing
of water, light and
colour, the emotion
of design
Refreshing waterfalls or soft rains, invigorating hydro massage or delicate atomization: springing water always suggests
something special. The transparent charm of water elevates the design of those objects that release, through simple
gestures, the strength of its timeless flow. Lighting radiations of different frequencies – the colours - play an important role
in the creation of particular moods or mental states. Selectable and adjustable water jets, together with the exciting chromo
therapy provided by special LEDs incorporated in the products, provide a pleasant multisensory stimulation. The Colour
showerheads of the Gessi Private Wellness® Program combine functional, aesthetic and technical perfection: technology
of the highest level incorporated into objects of absolute beauty.
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Marvel
Water coupled with light and colour can have important
beneficial effects on well-being. Different colours,
which are specific wavelengths of electromagnetic
energy, or - very simply - light, seen through our eyes,
affect our feelings, moods and emotions. In general,
warm colours such as red, orange and yellow are
stimulating and energetic; instead cold colours such
as blue, violet or green, have soothing and relaxing
properties. Moreover each individual assigns specific
colours subjective meanings based on unconscious
associations deriving from emotional sedimentations of
lived experiences.

Colour led of last generation
The technology and chromo-therapy illumination
methods are of last generation to grant awesome
shining colours with every ambient light condition.

57827_57876
13-3/4” shower system with chromotherapy
effect and finishing cover.
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Gessi Colour

Gessi Colour

57831_57882
12” x 19-7/8” multifunction system, with
chromotherapy effect and finishing cover.
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Gessi Colour

Gessi Colour

39699_39716
Thermostatic high-capacity mixer,
with four separate exits.

39906_39900
Waterfall shower spout.

32973
Lateral body jet.

26642
Shower set.
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Harmonic links between emotions
The search for personal fulfilment alters our relationship with our homes, leading us to redevelop the functional
spaces of our living areas. In fact, by stressing on aesthetic, tactile, fragrance connections between objects,
Gessi designs involve all of the senses thereby allowing the user to enjoy personal spaces that offer a new
sense of well-being, a daily wellness experience in which to celebrate a renewed contact with one’s inner self.

Gessi Rettangolo K Collection
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Finishes
The showerheads are available in all Gessi finishes,
hence they can match all fittings collections not only
in design but also in hues of the metal.
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57927_57977
19-7/8” multifunction system, with
chromotherapy effect and white steel frame.
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Gessi Colour
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Architecture and technology
in the modern bathroom
Today, due to the concentration of technology, available materials and possibilities of expression, bathrooms occupy
a significant percentage of a housing project. For this environment Gessi experiments with new design languages that
often draw their origins from the “living” room type of settings, or domesticate professional tools used in other contexts.
For the bathroom, this has resulted in the advanced features in the Private Wellness Program shower system, which
provide the benefits and treatments of a private spa within the home itself.

Gessi 316 Collection
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57829_57878
Ø14” shower system, with chromotherapy
effect and finishing cover.
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Gessi Colour

39699_54518
Built-in thermostatic high-capacity mixer,
with four separate exits.

20293
Waterfall shower spout.

54023
Shower set.
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Inhale
Water nebulized in the air, the other vital element,
generates a further world of palpable sensations.
Breathing in the freshness of the subtle vapors that
water disperses in the air is inebriating. Water contains
vital elements that keep our body healthy and releases
negative ions into the air when it is atomized. Negative
ions increase the flow of oxygen to the brain, influence
the mood and mental energy, clean the air and promote
a sense of tranquility and inner peace.

57929_57980
Ø19-3/4” multifunction system with
chromotherapy effect and finishing cover.
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Gessi Colour

09279_33846
Built-in thermostatic mixer,
with three separate exits.

13375
Adjustable lateral body jet.

35373
Shower set.
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A personal and private corner
to enjoy moments dedicated to oneself
Today real luxury regards taking care of oneself, regaining equilibrium and it leads to praise intimate moments as those really
essential to life. Luxury stands in the quantity and quality of time dedicated to oneself in personal spaces where to live and
enjoy moments of indulgence to relaxation, intimacy, rebalancing and energies recovery. Personal needs, from strictly functional,
become increasingly connected to the sphere of self-satisfaction.

Gessi Goccia Collection
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Gessi Colour

Touch activated
sensation

Colour therapy
and colour psychology

As an alternative to the remote control, the chromo therapy
function of the Colour showerheads can be activated
and controlled by means of a digital keypad. This can
be installed both inside and out the shower enclosure.
With a simple touch on the power button, the system starts
an automatic chromo therapy cycle with a circular sequence
from white light to warm colours, followed by colder shades.
Each colour stands for about 13 seconds.
The “colour” digital key also allows the user to select a specific
fixed colour of his choice by successive pressures and to return
to the automatic cycle if desired.
A pressure on the “ON / OFF” key controls the dimmer function,
which allows to vary the light intensity of the LEDs, keeping the
selected colour unchanged.

Chromo therapy is an ancient discipline, known since ancient
Egypt, laying on the premise that colours have important effects
on body and mind equilibrium. From a physical point of view,
the coloured light rays are a form of energy able to penetrate
the human body in different ways, stimulating certain energy
channels and benefiting specific internal organs. Due to the
association with the natural elements different hues represent
(blue-water, orange-sun, green-nature, etc.) or unconscious
associations deriving from lived experiences, colours have
strong psychological implications and considerable emotional
resonance with the individuals.
The possibility that the Private Wellness systems offer to
choose a fixed colour, or a chromatic scale in succession,
allows each user to combine light, colour and water functions,
in personalized formulas that produce the desired effects simply
by following one’s own tastes and instinct.
Here, in short, the distinctive characteristics of the main colours
of the Private Wellness spectrum according to colour therapy
and colour psychology
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Colours

Red.
Red is an intense colour, and defines many emotions and
moods. This colour represents energy and is especially
stimulating for the senses, igniting courage, attention,
excitement, creativity, action.
Blue.
Blue is the most mind-soothing colour; it stimulates calming
chemicals in the body and creates a feeling of peace,
tranquility, confidence, stability, harmony.
Green.
The colour green defines nature, freshness and renewal. Green
relaxes the nervous system and calms the spirit, it enhances
one’s mood and behavior, decreases the sense of fatigue,
depression, and anxiety.
Orange.
Orange prompts body and mind promoting by physical
and mental synergy and inducing serenity, enthusiasm,
joy, liveliness, optimism and positive feelings. This colour
stimulates sociality and dialogue.

Yellow.
Yellow is the brightest colour. It is also a fast traveling colour,
its energy vibrates at a fast pace. It is a colour arousing joy,
mental clarity, optimism, cheerfulness and energy.
Purple.
With its rich, deep hues, purple is a colour that defines the
heat of red and the calmness of blue. It stimulates imagination,
introspection and sensuality.
White light.
A neutral white light is soothing. Evoking purity and cleanliness,
this colour helps a new start, positivity and cleansing of the
mind, body, spirit, and energies.
Turquoise.
A blend of blue and green, the peaceful, healing, serene, joyful,
inspiring turquoise has the power to clear the mind, replenish
and awaken the energies and spirit.
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An innovative
and sophisticated
idea of wellness
The Gessi Spotwater Line is the perfect synthesis of advanced technology, artisanal touch and high design. The tubular
design with adjustable angle, Spotwater borrowed from lighting technology and its four different jets of water completely
reinterpret the look and functionality of the shower. Together with a rich and captivating range of surface patterns and
finishes - from the shimmering glow of pure metal, to soft and warm tones, to more or less accentuated surface textures,
this wellness system opens the way to unprecedented stylistic interpretations and possibilities of personalization of the
shower space. These innovative showerheads gratify those who love essentiality, but also want to give their bathroom a
refined, high-tech yet warm and decorative touch.
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New mixes of functions
Waterfall, atomization and two different types of
rainfall allow for new mixes of features and
new wellness sensations.
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Gessi SpotWater

57243 Trame
Wall-mounted adjustable and anti-limestone
showerhead. Rain function.

57247 Trame
Wall-mounted adjustable and anti-limestone
showerhead. Waterfall function.

57241 Trame
Wall-mounted adjustable and anti-limestone
showerhead. Multi-Spray function.
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The extraordinary in the customary
Gessi conceives its creations with the ambition that design, with its ability to infuse an art content in consumer
products,and the technology incorporated in it, will enrich the living spaces, making everyday gestures special and
unique. In fact, Gessi projects spring from creative freedom and a passion for objects liberated from prescribed and
encoded functions and reinvented for new uses: empathetic, friendly and enjoyable bathroom furnishings.
Objects that improve people’s lives.

Gessi 316 Collection
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Cascata
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In the diversity of nature’s watery grace, waterfalls with their graceful patterns and awesome geometric shape present a
reassuring sense of order and healthfulness. Their intrinsic aesthetic qualities improve the mood and especially relaxation
comes from water producing motion, sound and fresh ionized air in its free fall. Besides these emotional features, waterfalls
produce a beneficial deep tissue massage on the shoulders and neck or ankles. The eye gracing Cascata Collection of
the Private Wellness Program®, bring the sensations of these incredible natural wonders within the private bathroom for a
daily enjoyment, and they even enhance the awe of waterfalls with stunning, very diverse designs, and, in some models,
with embedded shining lights.
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Rediscover
Every approach to wellness operates through the senses
to reach the essence of our “self”. The contact with
water brings back to memory and the body ancestral
sensations, experienced in moments of profound
balance with the surrounding environment. The various
elements of the Private Wellness® Program combine
the beauty of design, high technology and the millenary
spirit of Salus per Aquam (health through water). By
enhancing the multisensory and enveloping properties
of water, they renew the contents of an experience
that goes beyond hygiene, and becomes physical and
emotional. To abandon oneself to the suggestions of
the experience of water means to recover personal
states of harmony and to regain the lost contact with
nature and its cycles.

20295
Waterfall shower spout.

26623
Shower set.

39695_39714
Built-in thermostatic high-capacity mixer,
with three separate exits.
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Gessi Cascata

Gessi Cascata

20295
Waterfall shower spout.
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Tremillimetri

The beauty of water
in its subtlest form
Sleek and slim as a blade, measuring only 3 mm (about a tenth of an inch thin), Tremillimetri showerheads and shower column offer a distinctive low-key profile. In fact, water seems to form magically on the surface of the showerhead, as if it formed
in thin air. The slender wall-mounted showerheads of the Collection are available in rounded or square profile versions and
come with cascade waterfall and regular shower modes. Ideal for contemporary environments, these skinny showerheads
feature a special super polished stainless steel mirror finish, offering the user the experience of infinite reflections of water.

100 Gessi Tremillimetri
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33064
Headshower.

20295
Waterfall shower spout.
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39699_39714
External parts for thermostatic with 3 volume controls

20295
Waterfall shower spout.

32973
Lateral body jet.
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The magic of
Tremillimetri

Tremillimetri shower is made in stainless steel processed
for maximum reflective power with a mirror finishing.
Water is distributed to the silicon anti-limestone nozzles
of the showerhead through a concealed pipe, which is
partially removable (for maintenance purposes) and partially
made of a flat carter fixed to the terminal section of the
shower shelf through screws. This carter can be opened
and inspected upon necessity. The duct allows for an ecofriendly distribution of 14 litres of water per minute with
perfect functionality of the shower.
The whole duct system has been devised so that it is not
visible from behind the shower and water seems to pour
magically from the ultra-thin steel sheet.

Gessi Tremillimetri 105

Product research aimed
at reducing environmental
impact

In recognition of its responsibility towards society as a
whole, Gessi engages in granting excellence in the social
and environmental impact of its products, both during their
production and their use on behalf of the final consumer.
This aim is pursued through innovations aimed at developing
designs of exceptional aesthetic levels, using materials of
the highest quality with the guarantee of meticulous Italian
workmanship, and improving the safety and sustainability
of the products and the production processes using
innovative technical and technological solutions. Research
is also dedicated to optimizing energy and water use,
eliminating pollution and promoting more environmentally
friendly consumption and lifestyle models in the users of the
Gessi creations. This special attention is summarized in the
Company’s motto “made with love”, which means creating
products with a soul.

106 Gessi Tremillimetri
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The design of water
The sound of
wellness
Hi-Fi, the latest creation by Gessi, is the new frontier of its Private Wellness® Program. The iconic name of this collection
outlines the inspiration drawn from the history of the acoustic engineering for high fidelity stereo systems. These cult, trendy
products represent a hallmark in the history of design and technology, and today they come to define the extraordinary aesthetics of the new Gessi product. In fact, Gessi Hi-Fi features the same clean and essential lines and the same sharp and
harmonious volumes of those systems. Successes as those things that stand the test of time, are an inexhaustible source of
ideas and perspectives that leave a trace in the imagination of each of us. High-fidelity stereo systems are a prime example
of this. Born in the last century around the sixties, they have, for the first time, guaranteed a musical listening experience
faithful to the original and without precedent for quality and purity; they indeed brought about a revolution in technology and
created a new world of values and emotions

108 Gessi Tremillimetri
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Gessi HI-FI

Gessi Tremillimetri 111

Design
Hi-fi by Gessi is a friendly, accurate, responsive,
discreet, elegant interface for wellness through water.
A sophisticated technical and aesthetic research
conducted by Gessi in the groove of excellence, led the
Company to integrally reinterpret the original design the
hi-fi analogic music systems of the ‘80s and ‘90s with
the aim to transfer their look and feel into the intimate
and relaxing atmospheres of the Private Wellness®
universe. Once iconic equipment for reproducing music
with exceptional quality, these stereo systems become
– through the creative lens of design - innovative
shower mixers that revolutionize the very conception
of this tool. These catchy designs seem to invite to
abandon to the natural tones of water, indeed to the
very sound of wellness. The typical pleasure of taking
your time for choosing the right track, the comfort
of manual fine tuning and the relaxation drawn from
listening to your favorite music are all good feelings
that Gessi Hi-Fi revive in the intimacy of the bathroom.
Here, surrounded by the harmonic rhythms of water,
the time dedicated to oneself becomes an extraordinary
experience of Private Wellness®. Thanks to innovative
architectural geometries of sculptural inspiration, Gessi
Hi-Fi manages to blend rigorous minimalism of line with
incomparable functional ergonomics. These mixers
give new life to an iconic, unforgettable object of the
lifestyle of the past century preserving a timeless style
that made history.

112 Gessi Tremillimetri

Gessi HI-FI

57927_57977
19-7/8” multifunction system, with
chromotherapy effect and white steel frame.

63013_63014
57601_57018
Ø 14” built-in shower system, with
chromotherapy effect and finishing cover

54045
sliding rail only

63011_63012
External parts for thermostatic mixer
for two simultaneous functions,
with push-button on/off controls

External parts for thermostatic
mixer for three simultaneous
functions, with push-button on/
off controls.
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The “Compact” thermostatic concealed mixers
represent one unprecedented combination of
high technology and aesthetic passion. Their
indeed compact plate, in only 20 cm of width
accommodates up to 3 water function controls,
and the crown knobs for temperature and flow.
These revolutionary designs are available in
various finishes and can be combined with many
different Gessi bathroom furnishing collections,
granting an aesthetic result of great effect.

63001_63004
Thermostatic mixer with 2 single exits,
with push-button on/off control.
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57603_57018
Ø 14” exposed shower system with
chromotherapy effect and finishing cover.

63021_63022
External parts for thermostatic shelf mixer
for two simultaneous functions, with pushbutton
on/off controls.

57301_57002
15-9/16” multifunction shower system with
chromotherapy effect and finishing cover.

63001_63002
External parts for thermostatic mixer for one
function, with push-button on/off control
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Body Jets
Shower sets

All the forms
of water
Creating products for Private Wellness® means developing a technology capable of enhancing the beneficial properties of
water in all its possible forms. Combined with the multi-functional emotional showers and waterfalls of the Private Wellness®,
a series of designer hand showers horizontal jets, enriches the Program with additional hydro massage functions, extending
the concept of “wellness with style” of the Line. With fixed, adjustable or atomization, the bodyjets can be matched to all other
elements of the shower and the bathroom by design and finishing. They can be installed on the wall at different heights and in
different numbers, so to reach the body at different points and offer specific benefits.
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36699_39716
Thermostatic high-capacity mixer,
with four separate exits.

32973
Lateral body jet.

32975
Lateral body jet.

26642
Shower set.
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A shower with
atomization. Indulgence
meets ethical behaviour
The Gessi Private Wellness® atomizers are as fashionable
as functional. In fact, a mist cycle uses much less water and
energy than a standard shower, allowing for a major saving
in water and energy consumption per year, while delivering
all the indulgence of a relaxing mist.
An awesome water-saving spray shower allows for enjoying
a guilt-free shower while doing something good for the environmental cause and proves it is possible to indulge while
contributing to a greater good.

Wellbeing in details:
shower sets
Each hand shower of the sets is made from steel of a specific thickness. This simultaneously guarantees lightness,
strength and durability. The core of the showerhead is
made of plastic; even this latter is manufactured by Gessi using special machinery, and is designed to insulate the
hand shower in order to prevent the metal from being heated even with very hot water.
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15-9/16”
57301_57002 rainfall
57305_57004 rainfall/waterfall

15-9/16”
57303_57002 rainfall
57307_57004 rainfall/waterfall

17-11/16” x 23-7/16”
57401_57006 rainfall

15-9/16” x 23-7/16”

Finishes

57409_57010 rainfall/waterfall/mist

17-11/16” x 23-7/16”
EXTERNAL BOX
279

White CN

57403_57006 rainfall

15-9/16” x 23-7/16”
57411_57010 rainfall/waterfall/mist

SHOWERHEAD COVER
238
239
706
707
726
030
708
713
187
727
246
299
720
710
735

Mirror Steel
Steel Brushed
Black Metal PVD
Black Metal Brushed PVD
Warm Steel Brushed PVD
Copper PVD
Copper Brushed PVD
Antique Brass
Aged Bronze
Brushed Brass PVD
Gold PVD
Black XL
Nickel PVD
Brass PVD
Warm Bronze PVD

23-7/16”
57501_57012 rainfall
57509_57016 rainfall/waterfall/mist

23-7/16”
57503_57012 rainfall
57511_57016 rainfall/waterfall/mist

ø14”
57601_57018 rainfall

ø14”
57603_57018 rainfall

Afilo
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13-3/4”
57801_57871 rainfall
57807_57875 multifunction

ø14”
57803_57018 rainfall
57809_57873 multifunction

12”x19-7/8”
57805_57006 rainfall
57811_57010 multifunction

ø19-3/4”
57903_57973 rainfall
57909_57975 multifunction

Finishes
238
239
706
707
726
030
708
713
187
727
246
299
720
710
735

Minimali

Mirror Steel
Steel Brushed
Black Metal PVD
Black Metal Brushed PVD
Warm Steel Brushed PVD
Copper PVD
Copper Brushed PVD
Antique Brass
Aged Bronze
Brushed Brass PVD
Gold PVD
Black XL
Nickel PVD
Brass PVD
Warm Bronze PVD

19-7/8”
57901_57012 rainfall
57907_57016 multifunction
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13-3/4”
57827_57876 multifunction

ø14”
57829_57878 multifunction

12” x 19-7/8”
57831_57882 multifunction

ø19-3/4”
57929_57980 multifunction

Finishes

238
239
706
707
726
030
708
713
187
727
246
299
720
710
735

Colour

Mirror Steel
Steel Brushed
Black Metal PVD
Black Metal Brushed PVD
Warm Steel Brushed PVD
Copper PVD
Copper Brushed PVD
Antique Brass
Aged Bronze
Brushed Brass PVD
Gold PVD
Black XL
Nickel PVD
Brass PVD
Warm Bronze PVD

19-7/8”
57921_57997 rainfall
57927_57977 multifunction
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Flessa 57201
Trame 57241
Intreccio 57211
Meccanica 57221
Cesello 57231
57261

Finishes
239
707
726
708
727
299

Steel Brushed
Black Metal Brushed PVD
Warm Steel Brushed PVD
Copper Brushed PVD
Brass Brushed PVD
Matte Black (No trame)

Flessa 57203
Trame 57243
Intreccio 57213
Meccanica 57223
Cesello 57233
57263

57261 - 57263 - 57265 - 57267
031
149
706
707
030
708
713
187
727
246
716
080
087
299
279
720
710
735

Chrome
Finox
Black Metal PVD
Black Metal Brushed PVD
Copper PVD
Copper Brushed PVD
Antique Brass
Aged Bronze
Brushed Brass PVD
Gold PVD
Gold Brushed PVD
Gold CCP
Gold Brushed CCP
Black XL
White CN
Nickel PVD
Brass PVD
Warm Bronze PVD

Flessa 57205
57265

Flessa 57207
Trame 57247
Intreccio 57217
Meccanica 57227
Cesello 57237
57267

SpotWater
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Cascata
20295

Rettangolo
39906_39900

Rettangolo
26693

Rettangolo

Finishes
238

Mirror Steel

39906_39900 - 26693
238
239
706
707
726
030
708
713
187
727
246
299
720

Mirror Steel
Steel Brushed
Black Metal PVD
Black Metal Brushed PVD
Warm Steel Brushed PVD
Copper PVD
Copper Brushed PVD
Antique Brass
Aged Bronze
Brushed Brass PVD
Gold PVD
Black XL
Nickel PVD

20295 - 20293
Finishing on request

Cascata

20293
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Tondo 24-7/16”
33052 rainfall
33057 rainfall/waterfall

Quadro 21-5/8”
33062 rainfall
33064 rainfall/waterfall

Finishes
238
031
149
187
713
030
706
708
707
735
726
710
727
720
299

Mirror Steel
Chrome
Finox
Aged Bronze
Antique Brass
Copper PVD
Black Metal PVD
Copper Brushed PVD
Black Metal Brushed PVD
Warm Bronze PVD
Warm Bronze Brushed PVD
Brass PVD
Brushed Brass PVD
Nickel PVD
Matte Black

Tremillimetri
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HI-FI COMPACT
63001_63002 1 exit

HI-FI COMPACT
63001_63004 2 exits

HI-FI COMPACT
63001_63006 3 exits

Finishes
031
149
299
187
030
708
727
713
706
708
726
246
720
710

Chrome / Cromo
Finox
Black XL
Aged Bronze
Copper
Black Metal Brushed PVD Brushed
Brass PVD
Antique Brass
Black Metal PVD
Copper Brushed PVD
Warm Bronze Brushed PVD
Gold PVD
Nickel PVD
Brass PVD

HI-FI
Thermostatics
mixer
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HI-FI LINEAR

HI-FI SHELF

60011_60012 2 exits

63021_63022 2 exits

HI-FI LINEAR

HI-FI SHELF

60013_60014 3 exits

63023_63024 3 exits

HI-FI LINEAR

HI-FI SHELF

60015_60016 4 exits

63025_63026 4 exits
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Inciso 39693_58204 2 exits / 39695_58206 3 exits
39699_58208 4 exits
39601_58212 5 exits

Inciso 39693_58214 2 exits / 39695_58216 3 exits
39699_58218 4 exits

Inciso - 39683_58263
Inciso 39681_58254

Inciso +
39693_58224 2 exits / 39695_58226 3 exits
39699_58228 4 exits
39601_58240 5 exits

Inciso +
39693_58344 2 exits / 39695_58346 3 exits
39699_58348 4 exits

Finishes
Related to the collections
More on request

Inciso + 39683_58363
Inciso 39681_58254

High-flow
Thermostatics
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Gessi 316

Fascino

39693_54514 2 exits / 39695_54516 3 exits
39699_54518 4 exits

39691_39796 1 exit
39693_48204 2 exits / 39695_48206 3 exits
39699_48208 4 exits
39601_48212 5 exits + diverter

Gessi 316
39693_54504 2 exits / 39695_54506 3 exits
39699_54508 4 exits

Fascino 39683_48265
Fascino 39681_48252

Gessi 316 39683_54564
Gessi 316 39681_54554

Rettangolo
39691_39792 1 exit
39693_39712 2 exits / 39695_39714 3 exits
39699_39716 4 exits
39720_39601 5 exits + diverter

Rettangolo 39683_43264
Rettangolo 39681_39654

Goccia
39693_39752 2 exits / 39695_39754 3 exits
39699_39756 4 exits
39601_39750
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Quadro 32973
Quadro 32987_32984

Quadro 32999
Rettangolo 32975

Tondo 32971
Tondo 32985_32982

Tondo 32997
Rettangolo 26672

Tondo 13375

Finishes
Related to the collections
More on request

Body Jets
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Inciso
58123

Rettangolo
26623

Gessi 316
54023

Goccia
35373

Finishes
Related to the collections
More on request

Shower sets
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